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MOBILITY PLAN BACKGROUND

The Denton Mobility Plan
is a comprehensive plan
to integrate multi-modal
transportation projects
in the next 30 years. It
combines the efforts of
past mobility plans such as
the Denton Thoroughfare
Plan and the Bicycle
and Pedestrian Linkage
Component into one
guiding document for all
mobility efforts in the City
of Denton..
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DENTON MOBILITY PLAN

The Mobility Plan is a long-range plan that identifies the location
and type of roadway facilities, bicycle facilities, and pedestrian
facilities that are needed to meet long-term growth within the
City of Denton. The Mobility Plan has three major elements: it
determines roadway alignments, it determines the needed rightof-way (ROW), and it develops the roadway design standards.
Included in this Mobility Plan are the priority projects that need
to be constructed.

Purpose of the Denton Mobility Plan
Coordinated Planning Effort
The Mobility Plan combines the City of Denton planning
documents such as the Thoroughfare Plan and the Bicycle and
Pedestrian Linkage Component into one plan. This coordinated
effort is implemented by various departments in the City and is
used as a guide as new development is built or as infrastructure
is maintained. The development of other master plans in the city
such as the Parks and Trails Master Plan, Forestry Plan, and the
Denton 2040 Comprehensive Plan and the Sustainability Plan were
also consulted throughout the Mobility Plan process.

Proactive Response to Growth

From a mobility perspective the most important
challenges to handle this growth is related in the cost
of new infrastructure, the cost of maintaining existing
infrastructure, providing important connections, and
providing additional mobility options. The Mobility Plan
prioritizes the future mobility improvements that the City
of Denton should consider both short-term (less than 10
years) and long-term (10-30 years).

INTRODUCTION

According to the U.S. Census, Denton County has seen a
30% increase in population growth since 2010. It is the
19th fastest growing county in the nation. Although this
growth is positive for the City and the region, this increase
in population growth has a direct impact on transportation
and mobility for the City of Denton. The growth in the last
10 years has resulted in an additional 600,000 vehicle trips
being produced every day. The growth between 2020 and
2050 is expected to be just as dramatic and therefore it is
important that the City develop this mobility plan that is
proactive to the growth that is coming.

Implementation of Transportation
Projects

Guide to Mobility Decision-Making
The adopted Mobility Plan is a clear guide for the Denton
City Council, city staff, developers, and residents regarding
the future of mobility in the City of Denton. Future
decisions that are made regarding mobility corridors or
development changes need to use the Mobility Plan as a
guiding document.

Hickory Street
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Mobility Plan Process
The Denton Mobility Plan began development in the summer of 2019. The Mobility Plan review and approval process
extended through 2022, in order to have consistency and align with the Denton 2040 Plan update. Three primary elements
were included in the development of the Mobility Plan: Stakeholder Engagement, Technical Analysis, and Implementation.

Stakeholder Engagement
The stakeholder engagement element of the plan occurred throughout the project development process. The Mobility Plan
consisted of the following stakeholders: residents, business owners, city staff, Denton City Council, and technical stakeholders
such as Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT), Denton County Transit Authority (DCTA), Denton Independent School
District (Denton ISD), and Denton County.
During the Mobility Plan and approval process , the project team held 7 public meetings, participated in 7 City Council
and Planning and Zoning work sessions, 1 bicycle focus group meeting, 4 city staff meetings, and multiple technical
committee meetings. During each of the meetings the goals of the Mobility Plan were discussed, and feedback was
given to the project team regarding the future of mobility in the City of Denton. The feedback received was used in the
development of the Mobility Plan
recommendations.
In addition to the meetings that
were held, a Mobility Plan survey
was conducted from August 13,
2019 to October 11, 2019 and over
380 responses were collected.
The questions and responses can
be found in the appendix. Figure 1
shows the home ZIP code of survey
respondents.

Home ZIP Code
Other Denton County: 14
Tarrant County Respones: 3
Collin County: 1
No Response: 65

76207
Reponses:
21
76209
76201 Reponses:
68
Reponses:
91
76205
Reponses:
39

76208
Reponses:
22

76210
Reponses:
45
76226
Reponses:
15
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DENTON MOBILITY PLAN

Figure 1: Survey Respondents Home ZIP Code

Implementation

The technical analysis portion of the plan looks at ways to
improve mobility in the City using existing data and future
forecasting practices. The City of Denton has an extensive
amount of geographic data that holds information about
roadways, sidewalks, and bicycle facilities. This data was
used to understand the current conditions of the mobility
system.

Implementation is an essential element of an effective
mobility plan. This portion of the planning process describes
how the recommendations will be built in the coming years.
For each of the modal types, the prioritization of future
infrastructure into short-term and long-term improvements
is a key aspect of the plan. Other items involved in the
implementation process are the cost of new infrastructure
and how future infrastructure needs will be funded.

In addition to the existing geographic data that was
used, a travel demand model was developed specifically
for the plan to understand the effects of population and
employment growth in the City and the impact that growth
has on the transportation system. Travel demand models
are the primary tool used to perform these mobility
assessments.

INTRODUCTION

Technical Analysis

In addition, implementation looks at overall mobility
strategies and tools for the City to use and develop in the
coming years as development continues to expand. These
tools will be available for staff and council to apply to future
transportation projects as necessary.

In each of the specific planning chapters, details of the
technical analysis are included.

Hickory Street
Photo Credit: Suzanne Rumohr
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Denton Mobility Plan Goals
The goals of the Mobility Plan defines the mobility
priorities for the City of Denton. The goals were
developed through the planning process based on
discussions with city staff, public meetings and the
survey, and feedback from City Council. Within each
of the goals are identified specific strategies or action
items that result from the mobility plan goals. Below is
a brief description of the four themes based on which
the nine goals have been developed .

• Identify transportation needs that are supportive of

Figure 2: Mobility Plan Goals
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THOROUGHFARE
PLAN
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DENTON MOBILITY PLAN

The Thoroughfare Plan is the first of 3
components of the Mobility Plan. The
Thoroughfare Plan is primarily focused
on new roadway construction and the
design of current roads if required to
be rebuilt.

Purpose of the Thoroughfare
Plan
A Thoroughfare Plan is a long-range
plan for major transportation facilities
in the city. It is intended to plan for the
future build-out as identified in the
city’s Comprehensive Plan; or for the
City of Denton.
The Thoroughfare Plan is codified in
state law in the Local Government
Code. In Chapter 212 of the Local
Government Code a municipality can
require that development plans and
subdivision plats conform to the “…
general plan for the extension of the
municipality and its roads, streets,
and public highways within the
municipalities and in its extraterritorial
jurisdictions…”

DENTON MOBILITY PLAN

The Thoroughfare Plan has three
primary purposes:
Determine Alignment
One of the primary roles of the Thoroughfare Plan is to determine
the alignment of future roadways. As growth continues to
occur in Denton, future roadways will be needed. The location
and alignment of the future roadways is defined through the
Thoroughfare Plan. Future roadway alignments need to consider
the location of existing roadways, property boundaries, and
environmental features such as slope and floodways. As a roadway
is planned and constructed, the alignment can vary slightly, but
the general location is maintained.

THOROUGHFARE PLAN

THOROUGHFARE PLAN

Determine Required or Prescribed Right-of-Way
Another primary role of the Thoroughfare Plan is to determine the
appropriate future right-of-way (ROW) that is required on existing
and future roadways. The Texas Local Government Code gives cities
the authority to plan for future roadway needs by determining ROW
along freeways, major roadways, minor roadways, and collectors
within the city boundary and also the extraterritorial jurisdiction
(ETJ). The amount of ROW that is needed is determined by the
street type and other design standards that are found in the City’s
Transportation Design Criteria Manual.

Coordinate Design Standards
The Thoroughfare Plan works in concert with the Transportation
Design Criteria Manual which guides the design and development
of transportation infrastructure in the City of Denton. Design
element recommendations developed through the Thoroughfare
Plan process will be integrated into the design criteria manual to be
used in the design and construction of future roadways in the City
of Denton. The Thoroughfare Plan design standards will include
recommendations for street design including the incorporation of
bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure.

19

Journey-to-work Characteristics
Daily travel to employment opportunities is an important
trip purpose for the City of Denton residents and
visitors. It is critical to understand journey-to-work trip
characteristics to best plan for future mobility needs in
the City of Denton. There are 56,812 workers over the
age of 16 in the City of Denton and its ETJ, as reported
in the 2013 – 2017 U.S. Census American Community
Survey (ACS). The modal split for these trips reveals
just under 80% of commuter trips occur in in a singleoccupant vehicle. Multi-occupant vehicles comprise the
second highest modal category with just over 10% of all
trips. Figure 2 identifies the modal shares for journey-towork trips.

•40,847 employees living in Denton but working in areas
outside of Denton, and
•36,354 employees living outside of Denton and working
in the City of Denton.
Figure 3 demonstrates these unique travel patterns for
the City of Denton.
The travel time to work for employees in the City of
Denton is less than the average for the state at 23.8
minutes compared to 26.4 minutes for the state, as seen
in Figure 4.

20
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7

•15,965 employees living and working in the City of
Denton;

4
,8

According to the U.S. Census 2015 origin-destination (OD) Employment Statistics, there are

15,965
40

DCTA provides public transportation service connecting
to the region via integration with Dallas Area Rapid Transit
system service. This is an important service connection
for the City of Denton journey-to-work trips and offers
the most potential to reduce the single occupant vehicle
mode share dominance. The opportunity to utilize
regional public transportation service is available for all
City of Denton residents and visitors traveling to and from
work.

36,354

Figure 3: Commuting Patterns

MEAN TRAVEL TIME TO WORK

TEXAS
DENTON

26.4 MINUTES
23.8 MINUTES
Figure 4: Travel Time to Work

In the City of Denton, there are just over
736 centerline miles of roadways including
residential, collectors, arterials, and freeways.
Within the ETJ, there are currently 334 centerline
miles of roadways. These public roadways are
maintained by the City of Denton, TxDOT, or
Denton County. Figure 5 shows the distribution
of center lane miles and lanes miles in the City
and ETJ. Centerline miles measure the length of
the roadway and lane miles measure the length
of the roadways including the number of lanes.

Lane Miles

Centerline Miles

Local roadways or residential streets have
the greatest number of miles within the City,
followed by secondary arterials, primary
arterials, collectors, and freeways. Although the
local roadways have the most centerline miles
in the City, they also carry the least amount of
traffic.

59% Local 54%
7% Collector 7%

THOROUGHFARE PLAN

Roadway Data

16% Secondary Arterial 17%
12% Primary Arterial 16%
6% Freeway 6%

Figure 5: Roadway Miles

FREEWAYS
Freeways in the region typically have
high design speeds and have on‐ and off‐
ramps to control access. In urban areas,
these freeways have adjacent frontage
roads that provide access to adjacent
business that may front onto the corridor.

PRIMARY ARTERIALS
Primary arterials provide regional
connectivity between different areas of
Denton County and the DFW region. The
design of arterial can vary depending
on the surrounding land use and
development. In urban areas, arterials
may have wider sidewalks with smaller
building setbacks, while suburban areas
may have limited sidewalks with a larger
buffer between the edge of the street
and the building fronts.
21

Secondary arterials provide shorter
connections and carry less traffic.
Secondary arterials are still significant
to vehicular travel as they serve trips of
moderate length and provide more land
access.

COLLECTORS
Collectors in the City of Denton provide
local land access and traffic circulation
from residential neighborhoods to
arterials. They typically experience lower
traffic volumes and have lower design
speeds.

LOCAL ROADWAYS/
RESIDENTIAL STREETS
A local street is a public street that is
associated with residential development
within the City. These streets have low
speeds and low volumes associated with
them.

22
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SECONDARY ARTERIALS

THOROUGHFARE PLAN

Traffic Congestion
Traffic congestion or traffic delay is the
increase of traffic along a corridor or
at a specific intersection that results
in slower travel speeds and increased
vehicle queuing. Congestion occurs
most frequently in the City of Denton
in the morning commute between
7am and 9am and in the evening
between 5pm and 7pm. During these
times the increased traffic results in
slower speeds and longer travel times.
Shown on the right is an example
of traffic congestion in the City of
Denton in the off-peak compared to
the peak travel times. The darker red
and orange areas experience more
congestion.
According to Google Maps 2019 data,
the City of Denton has over 130 lane
miles of congested roadways with
the potential for this to increase
to over 230 lane miles in 2040 if
improvements are not made to the
existing system.

Congestion During Peak Travel Time (2019 Google Maps)

Congestion During Off-Peak Travel Time (2019 Google Maps)

131 lane miles
of congested
roads in 2018

233 lane miles
of congested
roads in 2040

Figure 6: Congested Lane Miles
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Safety is recommended to be proactively addressed in the design phase of the project through strategies such as access
management and designing cross sections that promote safety for all modes. Creating a plan that prioritizes safe travel
for all users is an essential to the success of mobility in Denton. Denton is not removed from the impact of vehicle crashes
daily. Figure 7 below shows the density of crashes from 2017-2021.

Crash Density 2014-2018
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Figure 7: Crash Density

THOROUGHFARE PLAN

Motorist Safety

Within the City of Denton, Primary Arterials have the
highest percentage of crashes at 44%. This is a result of high
speeds and volumes and increased conflict points such as
intersections, driveways, lack of medians, and appropriate
cross access. The next highest is freeways with 30% of the
crashes (including frontage roads) and then Secondary
Arterials. 65% of the fatality crashes that occurred in the City
of Denton happened on Primary Arterials.

THOROUGHFARE PLAN

In the years 2017-2021, there were a total of 15,899 recorded
crashes within the City of Denton. Of those crashes 67 were
fatality crashes in which at least one person involved in the
crash was killed and 24.6 percent of the total crashes were
injury related. Many of the roadways in the City of Denton
have a crash rate above the statewide average with some
sections having a crash rate that is 6 to 7 times greater than
the statewide average.

percentage of crashes
by roadway type

FREEWAYS
30%

PRIMARY ARTERIALS
44%

SECONDARY ARTERIALS

14%

COLLECTORS
7%

RESIDENTIAL

FATALITIES

5%

67
68%

occured between
2014 and 2018
on primary
arterials

Figure 8: Safety and Fatalities
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RECOMMENDED
IMPROVEMENTS
The 2022 recommended improvements for the
Thoroughfare Plan are substantial in promoting
the goals of increased connectivity, safety,
and improving mobility choices. For increased
connectivity, the updated Thoroughfare Plan
focused on expanding east/west and north/
south connectivity throughout the city limits
and ETJ. For increased safety, the plan focuses
on analyzing historic crash data for prioritization
of improvements. These changes will increase
the capacity and improve safety of the roadway
network as growth occurs in Denton and will
improve traffic congestion on some of the existing
corridors in Denton.
As for mobility choices, each of the proposed
new thoroughfares have improved infrastructure
elements for both bicyclists and pedestrians.
Majority of proposed primary arterial or
secondary arterial has a recommended on-street
or off-street bicycle facility.
The Thoroughfare Plan recommendations
are displayed in two different formats. The
Thoroughfare Plan map displays the roadway
alignment by roadway classification and the
Transportation Design Criteria Manual displays
the typical cross section for each roadway class
type and address safety by access management
and target speed.
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Proposed Roadway Classifications
The following roadway classifications have been developed in this
mobility plan update to incorporate multi-modal improvements.
As this plan is adopted these cross sections will need to be
codified in the transportation design manual. Cross section for
freeways are not included because they are managed by the
state and cross sections for residential streets are not included
because they are not identified in this plan.
The standard proposed cross section is intended to apply to
any new roadway that is built or reconstructed that has no
ROW limitations. This is mostly applicable in areas with new
development.
At the end of this section the roadway classification definitions
are included in Table 2. For each street class the table includes
the right-of-way, number of lanes, target speed, and volume
capacity. The target speed is the speed at which vehicle should
operate in a specific context.
The standard cross-sections are reflected in the city of Denton
Transportation Design Criteria Manual and the City Standard
Details for the roadway classification. The city will evaluate
variations to the typical cross sections during design of roadway.

Table 1: Roadway Classification Definitions*

Street Class Definition

Context

ROW

Lanes

Target Speed Volume Capacity

-

Varies

Varies

greater than
55 mph

Varies

Standard

135’

6

40 - 45 mph

45,000

Standard

110’

4

35 - 40 mph

29,000

Standard

65’

2

30 - 35 mph

11,500

-

55’

2

25 - 30 mph

<5,000

• Owned and maintained
by TxDOT
Freeway

• Grade separated traffic
• Moves traffic through
City

THOROUGHFARE PLAN

Roadway Classification Definitions

• Owned by City or TxDOT
Primary
Arterial

• At grade traffic controlled
by traffic signals
• Regional connections
• Capable of high traffic
volumes

• Primarily owned by City
• Serves citywide traffic
Secondary
• Moderate levels of traffic
Arterial
• Incorporates other
modes of travel

• Owned and maintained
by City
Collector

• Serves neighborhood
traffic
• Low levels of traffic

Residential • Streets within
neighborhoods
Street

* Roadway Classification Definition are to be used as Engineering design guide in alignment with the Transportation
Criteria Manual and the Standard Details. Actual design speeds and lanes for each roadway cross section will be
evaluated at the time of design.
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Table 2: 2022 Thoroughfare Plan Mileage

2022 THOROUGHFARE
PLAN MAP
The map below shows the improvements to be
implemented in the 2022 Thoroughfare Plan. Table
2 shows the existing miles of roadway in Denton,
the proposed new miles, and the new total miles if
the plan is built out.
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Existing Miles

Proposed Miles

Total Miles

Freeway

32.86

40.00

72.86

Primary Arterial

91.98

62.20

154.18

Secondary
Arterial

98.18

115.74

213.92

Collector

80.78

39.14

119.92

Figure 9: 2022 Thoroughfare Plan

In 2001, The Denton County Transportation Authority
(DCTA) was created to provide transit service of which the
City of Denton is an original member.

proximity to signalized intersections. Near-side or farside stop locations each have their own advantages and
disadvantages.

On November 5, 2002, the voters in Denton County
approved the formation of DCTA by 73 percent. The DCTA
Board of Directors is governed by a 5 voting-member board
appointed by respective entities from Denton County
(Denton County has two board representatives) and the
DCTA member cities including Denton, Highland Village,
and Lewisville serving two-year terms.

The location for bus routes and service area for on-demand
transportation in Denton is determined by DCTA. The
roadway classifications in the City of Denton vary in their
ability to facilitate transit service.

Although the City of Denton does not manage transit
service, it is important for the roadways and associated
bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure to be designed in a
way to encourage safe transit operation.
DCTA operates fixed-route bus service on various
thoroughfares throughout the City. Starting in 2021, DCTA
also operates on-demand service in addition to fixed route
service.
As bus stop and on-demand pickup locations are planned,
it is important to coordinate best locations especially in

THOROUGHFARE PLAN

Transit Considerations

Freeways: Transit service can operate on Freeways but
cannot provide stops due to no pedestrian access. Transit
service on freeways is done when connecting locations
across large distances. Bus stops on these routes will
be located on non-freeway streets at the origin and the
destination, but not along the route.
Primary Arterials: Transit service in urban areas is often
located along primary arterials. The outside lane or curb
lane is where the bus travels and provides stops along the
corridor. These corridors provide a lot of potential roadway
capacity and high speeds to make transit service more
efficient. The downside of transit service along primary
arterials is the conflict of traffic speed with pedestrian
access and surrounding vehicle traffic. When buses make

UNT Bus
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regular stops along primary arterials, it can present
safety issues for the bus service and the other vehicles
along the corridor.
Secondary Arterials: These corridors are the best
roadways for transit service. It balances the need to
promote efficient transit service on higher-speed
roadways with safe vehicle operation. Transit vehicles
on secondary arterials use the curb lane to provide
access to transit riders.
Collectors: Collectors are often used as transit corridors
but do not have the city-wide connectivity that is seen
on arterials. They provide safe boarding and alighting
for transit riders. Collectors in the City of Denton are
often only 2-lanes, so when buses make stops they
often stop the progression of other vehicles along the
corridor. In some cases, collectors in the City are not
designed for larger vehicles such as buses and can
make it difficult to navigate along collectors.
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Implementation
The implementation of the Thoroughfare Plan involves
coordination between multiple departments at the City.
Departments such as Traffic Operations, Capital Projects/
Engineering, Development Services, Streets, Planning,
Economic Development, and Public Safety Departments
such as Police and Fire/Rescue were all involved in the
development of the Thoroughfare Plan.
The complete cost of constructing the Thoroughfare Plan
may also be shared between TxDOT, Denton County, the
City of Denton, and private development. Impact fees
also contribute to the construction of new roadways
throughout the City.
The implementation of roadway projects is divided into
2 categories: short- and long-term projects. While the
Thoroughfare Plan guides the alignment of the future
roadways there is flexibility with 1,000 foot potential
adjustments when determining the actual alignments.

BICYCLE PLAN

BICYCLE
PLAN

31
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BICYCLE PLAN
Purpose of the Bicycle Plan
Recent decades have seen strong
growth within the City of Denton and
the Dallas-Fort Worth metroplex.
This growth has propelled Denton to
become one of the fastest growing
City in Texas. Denton also has a strong
employment force anchored by
the University of North Texas, Texas
Woman’s University, and the Central
Business District.
As the Denton area has grown, the
City has remained actively involved
in striving to address the growing
demand for multi-modal facilities.
These efforts are reflected in previous
Bicycle and Pedestrian plans that
have been developed. The purpose
of this section is to identify goals and
priorities that elevate the importance
of bicycle planning and design in the
City of Denton.
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The 2022 Bicycle Plan
The 2022 Bicycle Plan has been designed to build on the work
accomplished in previous plans and to pair seamlessly with the
2022 Master Thoroughfare Plan for a complete multi-modal
system.

Goals
The goals of the 2022 Bicycle Plan are integrated with the overall
mobility plan goals:

Existing Conditions
The City of Denton’s existing bicycle network includes approximately 90 miles of bike lanes, sidepaths, shared lanes,
and urban shoulder lanes as shown in Figure 10. Additional planned routes are currently funded for near-term
implementation. A majority of these routes are located within or near the University of North Texas, Texas Woman’s
University, the A-Train, Downtown Denton, and city parks. A few routes have been implemented in more residential
areas north of US 380 and east of Downtown.

Figure 10: Existing Bicycle Facilities

BICYCLE PLAN

Existing Facilities
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Current User Data

Safety

Strava

Existing Barriers

Data from Strava was obtained to gain an understanding of
the routes that bicyclists currently prefer to use in Denton.
Strava is an app that bicyclists can use to track their bike
rides. These data are valuable in showing the preference of
bicyclists within the City of Denton.
The figure below shows that bicyclists are heavily using
routes with bicycle lanes or separated facilities. These routes
include:
• Windsor Drive

One of the biggest challenges with expanding the
current bicycle and pedestrian network is connecting
routes across major barriers. These barriers include
major roadways such as US 380, I-35, and Loop
288. Rail lines, streams, and floodplains can also
create challenges in creating continuous routes. In
developing areas, continuous collectors and local
streets may not yet exist to allow for multimodal
route choices.

• Oak Street
• Hickory Street
• Eagle Drive
• Highland Drive
• Denton Katy Trail

Denton Katy Trail
Photo Credit: Suzanne Rumohr

HIGH ACTIVITY

LOW ACTIVITY
Figure 11: Bicycle Strava Data
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Bicyclist Safety
Between 2017 and 2021, 120 bicyclist crashes occurred in the City of Denton, based on TxDOT crash data. 2 bicyclists
died as a result of a motor vehicle crash during this time period. Crashes involving bicycles are presented on Figure 12.

Bicycle Related Crashes
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Figure 12: Bicycle Related Crashes
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Public Input

Public Meetings
Public meetings were held on July 31st 2019, August 1st 2019, September 9th 2020, September 10th 2020, September 14th
2020, September 17th 2020, and September 24th 2020, and covered all topics related to the Mobility Plan. Specifically,
a bicycle station was provided at the meetings to present the existing conditions of the bicycle network and receive
feedback on preferred bicycle routes and facilities.

Priority Destinations and Connections

Preferred Facilities

When asked where Denton residents prefer to bicycle
most, the top answers included Parks and Recreation,
Restaurant/Bar, and Library/Community Center. These
answers are summarized in the graphic below.

When asked what types of facilities Denton residents
prefer to bicycle on, there was a consistent theme noted
of separated facilities which offer some form of striped
or physical buffer. Many commented that these types of
facilities made them feel safer while biking. Their answers
are summarized in the graphic below.

In addition, a broader discussion was had on which
connections were important to Denton residents. These
connections are summarized as follows:
• Connect on-street bike network to the existing and
planned trail system

• Connect across major barriers where possible –
highways, major arterials, rail

• Consider converting vehicle lanes to bicycle lanes on
some oversized roads

18%

Bike Lane (Minor Street)

9%

5%
16%
25%

Figure 13: Preferred Cycling Destinations Results
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60%
36%

Shared Lane Markings

71%

29%

Not Comfortable

Figure 14: Preferred Cycling Facilities Results
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The starting point for identifying the needed improvements to the bicycle network in Denton was to gain a better
understanding of its current riders and what their preferences are. Multiple public involvement efforts were used in the
bike planning process to gain public input. These formats included public meetings and an online survey.

Online Survey Results

Of the respondents, over 50 percent reported that it was
either difficult or very difficult to bicycle to destinations
within Denton from where they live. When asked about the
main reasons that prevented them from bicycling, most of
the respondents said that there are not enough bikeways
and that the bikeways do not feel safe or comfortable.

When it comes to the bicyclists in Denton, most of the
respondents identified themselves as casual recreational
cyclists, with the next largest group considering themselves
commuter cyclists. The preference of the overwhelming
majority of cyclists in Denton is to bicycle on protected
bicycle lanes.

BICYCLE PLAN

The online survey received 370 responses from residents
about their frequency of traveling by bicycle. The results
showed that 24.3 percent of respondents traveled by
bicycle three or more times per week, and 21.6 percent
of residents traveled by bicycle 2 or less times per week.

Many respondents also mentioned that crossing I-35E was
a major hurdle for bicycling in Denton.

The online survey and responses are provided in the
appendix.

Figure 15: Sample Survey Questions
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Implementation Considerations

Development of the Bicycle Plan map started with a
review of goals of the mobility plan and the public input
received on preferred routes, connections, and facility
types. During this period, TxDOT issued new bicycle
accommodation design guidance on April 2, 2021, which
emphasized design to accommodate the greatest number
and type of bicyclists with the safest facility possible within
local constraints.

This plan presents a vision for a complete network of bicycle
facilities within the City of Denton. Delivering this plan will
require balance and flexibility to achieve the goal of a safe
network of facilities that appeal to a broad audience of
potential bicyclists. The City will leverage guidance and
best practices from TxDOT, AASHTO, the Federal Highway
Administration, and NACTO to aid in facility selection,
design and delivery of these improvements.

The 2022 Bike Plan has been developed in alignment with
TxDOT guidance and best practices in planning and design
of bicycle facilities. These objectives include:

The culmination of these efforts is presented in Figure
16 on the following page. The map illustrates the existing
and proposed/future bike facilities, with additional
considerations highlighted that include:

•
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Identifying and prioritizing implementation of a
primary bike network of connected facilities

•

Increasing bicyclist comfort and safety by providing
greater separation from vehicular traffic

•

Collaborating with stakeholders and neighboring
jurisdictions to deliver complimentary bicycle facilities,
with particular emphasis on City of Denton Park Trails
that provide mutual recreation and mobility benefits

•

Primary Bike Network (per Transportation Criteria
Manual, all collectors and arterials should either be
separated bike lanes, or 10 ft sidepaths)

•

Facility would terminate at a limited access
road. Identify alternative termination point, or a
destination the facility would terminate at (ie. Park,
School, Business).

•

Facility limits at the City of Denton jurisdictional
boundary. Mobility Plan should note that facility
types will require coordination with the adjacent
jurisdiction.

UNT Pedestrian Bridge
Photo Credit: Suzanne Rumohr

BICYCLE PLAN

Recommended Bicycle Network

Table 3: 2022 Bicycle Plan Mileage

2022 BICYCLE PLAN MAP
Figure 16 presents the recommended bicycle network
in the City of Denton. Facility types are discussed in the
pages that follow.

*Includes the Denton Parks, Recreation and Trails Master
Plan trails

Existing
Miles

Proposed
Miles

Total
Miles

Shared Street

31.83

-

31.83

Sidepath

2.01

553.53

555.54

Separated Bike Lane

0.28

11.68

11.96

Trail*

63.38

229.28

292.66

Figure 16: 2022 Bicycle Plan
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Figure 17: 2022 Bicycle Plan City Core

On-Street Facilities

The Denton Bicycle Plan was
designed with flexibility in mind,
knowing that multiple segments
of the same roadway may all
have different solutions most
appropriate to the present
conditions. The following sections
discuss the Bicycle Facility Types
presented in the Bicycle Plan and
provide guidance for when and
how to use them.

DESCRIPTION

Bike Lanes
Bike lanes are typically one-way facilities that carry bicycle traffic in the same
direction as adjacent motor vehicle traffic. Contraflow lanes allow cyclists to
travel in the opposite direction of vehicle traffic. Bike lanes are provided for
the exclusive or preferential use of bicyclists on a roadway and are identified
through signage, striping, or other pavement markings. These lanes allow
bicyclists to ride at comfortable speeds and encourage a position within the
roadway where they are more likely to be seen by motorists. Bike lanes are
typically on the right side of the street, between the outside travel lane and
curb, parking lane, or road edge. While the lane distinguishes predictable areas
for bicyclist and automobile movement, bicyclists may leave the bike lane to
pass other cyclists or avoid debris and conflicts with other street users.

BICYCLE PLAN

Bicycle Facility
Types

TYPICAL USE
• On streets with moderate traffic volume (3,000-10,000 ADT)
• On streets with moderate travel speeds (25 - 35 mph)
• Bicycle facilities with greater separation should be considered on higher
speed (>35 mph) and higher volume roadways

FACILITY BENEFITS
• Bike lanes create a designated space for bicycle travel and increases
separation from automobiles
• Positioning of bicyclists is more predictable than on roadways without bike
lanes
• Bicyclists are able to continue riding at a comfortable speed even as vehicular
traffic slows in the adjacent travel lanes

DESIGN GUIDELINES
Bike Lane on Oak Street
Photo Credit: Suzanne Rumohr

• The desirable bike lane width adjacent to a curb face is 6 feet to allow
bicyclists room to avoid potential conflicts such as wide gutters or parked cars.
However, a minimum bike lane width of 5 feet is acceptable
• The maximum width should not exceed 7 feet so that lanes are not mistaken
for automobile travel lanes or parking areas
• A solid white edge line should be placed between the bike lane and travel
lane
• Standard Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) bike lane
symbols and arrows should be used to inform bicyclists and motorists of the
restricted nature of the bike lane, and markings should be placed at periodic
intervals to remind motorists of the presence of bicyclists
• Traffic control devices such as vertical flex posts, green pavement markings
and wayfinding signage may be required to enhance the proposed bicycle
facility in accordance with the City’s Transprtation Design Criteria Manual

DENTON MOBILITY PLAN
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Seperated Bike Lanes
BICYCLE PLAN

When sufficient roadway width is present, or if extra travel lanes are reduced, a
buffer may be striped between a bike lane and travel lane to provide additional
comfort for both bicyclists and motorists. This provides space for bicyclists to
pass one another or ride side by side without encroaching into a motor vehicle
travel lane. The buffer adds to the perception of safety and encourages greater
use of the on-street bicycle network. Additional separation may be achieved with
the use of vertical elements, including “armadillo” delineators, curbing (bolted
plastic or permanent concrete), candlesticks, reflectors, or other elements. It
appeals to a wider set of bicycle users by providing added separation between
motorists and bicyclists that may be traveling at substantially different speeds.

TYPICAL USE
• Appropriate for use anywhere a standard bicycle lane is being considered
assuming sufficient space is available for a buffer
• Beneficial on streets with higher travel speeds (> 35 mph), higher travel
volumes (10,000+ ADT), and higher truck traffic
• The inclusion of buffered bike lanes is best accomplished as part of retrofits of
existing roadways with more travel lanes than needed

FACILITY BENEFITS
• Creates greater separation between bicyclists and motor vehicles
• Increases the perception of safety among bicyclists
• Encourages less-skilled riders to cycle on streets with higher travel speeds and
higher travel volumes

DESIGN GUIDELINES
• Buffers should be delineated by two solid white lines and be at least 2 feet
wide. If wider than 3 feet, chevron or diagonal hatching should also be
marked
• A 5 foot minimum bike lane is recommended
• Bicycle markings and signage should be used the same as a conventional bike
lane

Shared Streets
Shared lane routes or shared streets are not considered one of the primary
bicycle facility types, since nearly any city street can be considered a shared
facility that bicyclists use. The focus of the 2022 Bicycle Plan is to maximize rider
comfort by shifting the focus away from shared lanes. However, all local streets
are considered shared facilities as their low speeds and volumes allow for a
reasonable level of comfort for bicyclists. Nevertheless, additional wayfinding,
improved crossings of major streets, and other treatments suggested by FHWA,
NACTO, and others, can increase the comfort and safety of bicyclists on shared
facilities.
DENTON MOBILITY PLAN
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Buffered Bike Lane on Hickory Street
Photo Credit: Suzanne Rumohr

Off-Street Facilities

Shared-use sidepaths function like most paved trails. They are physically separated from
motorized vehicular traffic, either by a landscaped buffer or a barrier, but rather than
having an independent alignment, they are designed to follow roadway corridors. These
facilities are particularly useful when roadway width is limited and providing an on-street
bike facility is not possible. These paths are designed for two-way travel, and in addition
to bicyclists, path users may include inline skaters, skateboarders and pedestrians.

BICYCLE PLAN

Shared-Use Sidepaths

TYPICAL USE
• Connecting on-street bikeways to the off-street trail network
• Continuing the on-street bike network in areas with constrained pavement width or
other physical constraints
• Along higher-speed roadways with wide parkways and limited driveway and street
crossings
• Providing a two-way bike route near schools or other areas that attract younger
bicyclists

FACILITY BENEFITS
Shared-Use Sidepath

• Sidepaths tend to attract a wider variety of bicycle rider skills and ages due to the
increased separation from vehicle traffic
• Sidepaths can provide access to destinations along limited-access freeways where
other bike facilities would not be appropriate

DESIGN GUIDELINES
• Sidepaths should avoid being built along roadways with frequent street or driveway
crossings. At intersections, bicyclists will often be out of the line of sight of turning
motorists
• Appropriate signage and markings should be included at each driveway and street
intersection to alert motorists of bicycle travel
• Prohibiting right turns on red at sidepath crossings can reduce conflicts between
drivers and bicyclists. Providing a leading pedestrian interval at crossings may be
appropriate to accommodate higher levels of path use
• Each end of a sidepath should directly connect to an on-street bike facility, another
trail or path, or to a bicycle-compatible local street
• The minimum paved width for a shared-use path is 10 feet
• In constrained areas or when low bicycle traffic is expected, a reduced width of 8 feet
may be used
• The minimum recommended distance between a sidepath and adjacent roadway
edge is 5 feet. A barrier should be provided where the separation is less than 5 feet

DENTON MOBILITY PLAN
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Trails
BICYCLE PLAN

Trails consist of wide paved pathways which are built outside of the roadway Right-ofWay. Trails are typically designed with recreational use in mind for both bicyclists and
pedestrians, though some trail alignments can also be ideal for bicycle commuters. Trails
also serve to connect parks and open spaces, adding to the overall recreation amenities
and quality of life within the City.

TYPICAL USE
• Appropriate for implementing in currently underutilized spaces, such as:
• Floodplains and streams
• Utility Easements
• Rail Corridors
• Parks and Open Spaces
• Useful for making bicycle and pedestrian connections outside of the roadway
network if improvements within the roadway network are difficult or unfeasible

FACILITY BENEFITS
• Provides the maximum separation between vehicular traffic and bicycle traffic
• Establish connections between recreational destinations such as parks
• Enhances the quality of life of the surrounding community

DESIGN GUIDELINES
• Trails should be designed to a minimum width of 10 feet, and ideally 12 feet for
bicycle and pedestrian traffic
• Trails should be paved with concrete, asphalt, or stone dust/pea gravel where
pervious or natural surfaces are needed
• Pavement markings should be installed on high-traffic trails to delineate directional
traffic, or in some cases to delineate pedestrian vs bicycle traffic
• For more information and design guidance, see the City of Denton Parks, Recreation,
and Trails System Master Plan. Hard surfaces are preferred, and all facilities must
comply with the most current ADA and TAS standards.
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Trail
Photo Credit: Suzanne Rumohr

Speed and Volume as a Determining Factor

Many factors go into what is the most appropriate bicycle
treatment for a given roadway. These factors include
functional class, number of travel lanes, pavement
width, pavement conditions, available ROW, vehicular
speed, and vehicular volumes. The 2022 Bicycle Plan was
developed in conjunction with the 2022 Thoroughfare
Plan, therefore the functional class of future roadways was
considered in the bike planning process and bike facilities
are incorporated into the proposed cross sections. For
more information and design guidance , refer to the City’s

One Important factors when considering the safety of
pedestrians and bicyclists traveling within or adjacent to
a vehicular travelway is vehicular speed and volumes. As
shown in the graphic below, the chance that a collision
results in a fatality doubles from 40% to 80% when vehicle
speeds increase from 30 mph to 40 mph. Therefore,
facilities placed on roadways with speed limits over 30
mph should be preferentially considered for separation
treatments. Higher-volume roadways may also warrant
higher-type treatments, including greater separation,
crossing improvements, bike-specific signal phases, and so
on. All of these decisions should be made in consort with
the Plan Goals as stated earlier in this document.

Transportation Criteria Manual.

BICYCLE PLAN

What Type of Facility to Use?

Figure 18: Speed
Image credit: San Francisco MTA Vision Zero Action Plan, February 2015:
https://view.joomag.com/vision-zero-san-francisco/0685197001423594455?short
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Figure 19: Types of Bicycle Facility Users as a Percentage of Total General Population
Image credit: Bicycle Accomodation Design Guidance Memo, April 2021:
https://ftp.txdot.gov/pub/txdot-info/ptn/bike-acco-design-guide.pdf

Facility Type Decision
TxDOT Bicycle Accommodation Design Guidance
memo offers design considerations for
accommodating the different facility types and types
of construction. Different bicycle riders may have
varying tolerances, Figure 19 indicates the array of
potential bicycle riders that should be considered
when scoping and designing a roadway project.
For construction of new or replacement facilities,
the project should include the recommended
accommodations as shown in Figure 20.
Decisions depend on the nature of a project and
what infrastructure may be included. Further
detailed information provided for specific roadways
may result in an appropriate bicycle treatment
which may defer.

Figure 20: Recommended Bicycle Facility Selection for Urban, Urban Core,
Suburban, and Rural Town Context
Image credit: Bicycle Accomodation Design Guidance Memo, April 2021:
https://ftp.txdot.gov/pub/txdot-info/ptn/bike-acco-design-guide.pdf
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THOROUGHFARE PLAN

PEDESTRIAN
PLAN
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PEDESTRIAN PLAN
Purpose of the Pedestrian Plan
This Pedestrian Plan is intended to help the City of
Denton prioritize walking investments in places where
they will have the greatest impact on safety and equity
for all residents and visitors. The Pedestrian Plan is a
visionary document that provides a roadmap for Denton
to become a more walkable, pedestrian friendly city. It will
complement the Thoroughfare Plan and Bicycle Plan and
provide a blueprint for future pedestrian improvements
throughout the city.

As the City of Denton continues to increase in population
growth and economic activity with more businesses, it
will be important to address the needs of pedestrians as
an alternative mode of transportation. This Pedestrian
Plan seeks to coordinate with the ongoing ADA
Transition Plan for the City of Denton that also identifies
and prioritizes pedestrian infrastructure improvements.

UNT Campus
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Existing Conditions
PEDESTRIAN PLAN

Sidewalk Data
There are approximately 469 centerline miles of sidewalk and 24.4 miles of trails currently constructed in Denton. Figure 20
represents the existing and missing sidewalk network in Denton. A majority of the existing sidewalk network is located in
downtown Denton and in the surrounding neighborhoods. Areas around the University of North Texas and Texas Woman’s
University also have much of the City’s existing sidewalk network.
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Figure 20: Existing Sidewalk Network
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As represented in Figure 21, 21% of the roadways within
the City of Denton have sidewalks located on both sides of
the roadway versus 6% of roadways with sidewalks on one
side of the street. 6% of the roadways within Denton have
disconnected/partial sidewalks along one or both sides of
the roadway, representing a barrier to accessibility and
mobility to area residents.
According to the ADA Transition Plan (August 2019),
many of the sidewalks in Denton are 5 feet or wider and
constructed of concrete with brick insets in several areas.
The area south of I-35, including Shadow Ranch, Summit
Oaks, River Oaks, and Wheeler Ridge neighborhood
associations, have sidewalks less than 5 feet in width. The
Denton Transportation Criteria Manual recommends the
following minimum sidewalk widths:

The ADA Transition Plan also completed a detailed inventory
of sidewalks, ramps, and intersections conditions.
• 35% of the sidewalks were rated as Marginal, Poor, or
Very Poor
According to Walk Score data, Denton has an average Walk
Score of 33. Walk Score data measures walkability on a
scale from 0 -100 based on walking routes to destinations
such as grocery stores, schools, parks, and retail. These
metrics also include population density, average block
length and intersection density to determine pedestrian
friendliness.

• Residential/Arterial: 5 feet minimum
• Collectors: 8 feet minimum
• Sidewalks along bridges and drainage crossings:
feet minimum

6

21%
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6%

One Side

6%

Par�al Sidewalk

67%

No Sidewalk

Figure 21: Location of Sidewalks Along Roadways
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Current Users

HIGH ACTIVITY

LOW ACTIVITY

PEDESTRIAN PLAN

In Denton, according to the U.S.
Census Bureau, 3,000 residents walk
to work daily. Providing safe and
accessible pedestrian infrastructure
for these residents as well as those
commuting to parks, shopping
centers and leisure activities is an
important aspect to improve quality
of life.
Pedestrian activity in Denton was
viewed through Strava’s Global Heat
Map, which identifies roadways and
trails that are utilized by those using
smart phone crowd-sourcing. This
analysis identified many different,
heavily utilized routes located
along many streets in Downtown
Denton as well as Teasley Lane and
E Windsor Drive. University facilities
and the North Lakes Sports Complex
are also highly used by pedestrians.
Figure 22 represents the Strava
crowd-sources pedestrian data in
Denton.

3,000

Figure 22: Pedestrian Strava Data
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A Mobility Plan questionnaire was conducted as part of
the study, which included questions related to walking in
Denton. Survey data as well as responses from participants
at two public meetings revealed the following:
• 59% of respondents think it is either Difficult or Very
Difficult to walk to places in Denton
• 78% of respondents Strongly Agree or Agree that every
street should have a sidewalk
• When asked “what are the things that prevent you
from walking in Denton,” respondents answered
(respondents could choose up to 3):
• 60% sidewalks are not connected
• 53% destinations were too far
• 32% sidewalks are in poor condition
• 24% weather

more likely to walk around the City,” respondents
answered (multiple):
• 73% more sidewalks/better connectivity
• 58% more landscaping, including trees for shade
• 52% better lighting
• 49% better sidewalk conditions
Further comments related to walking included the need
for continuous sidewalks adjacent to schools, transit
stops and parks to improve accessibility and mobility for
all users. Several comments related to sidewalk closure
during building construction were also raised as an
impediment for pedestrians as it forced them into the
street as their only option. Policy changes could occur
related to construction that affects the pedestrian rightof-way and provide a safe, accessible alternative during
construction period.

• When asked “Which improvements would make you

Denton Katy Trail Crossing at Brinker Road
Photo Credit: Suzanne Rumohr
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Safety
Based on TxDOT Crash Records Information System, from 2017 to 2021, there have been 161 pedestrian-related crashes
within the City of Denton. As shown in Figure 23, a majority of the pedestrian-related crashes occur in areas where
there is a higher occurrence of pedestrians, adjacent to the UNT campus and Denton Square areas, but more deaths are
reported along high speed roadways.
As shown in Table 4, there have been 11 fatal pedestrian-related crashes since 2014. 49% of the pedestrian-related
crashes were either at a driveway, intersection, or intersection-related.
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Figure 23: Pedestrian Related Crashes
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Year

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Total

Fatality

0

1

3

4

3

2

4

3

20

Suspected Serious
Injury

6

8

8

5

9

8

4

6

54

NonIncapacitating
Injury

14

19

14

24

11

20

7

18

181

Possible Injury

6

6

3

1

7

14

6

7

50

Not Injured/
Unknown

2

0

1

4

2

6

3

2

20

Total

28

34

29

38

32

50

24

36

161

Table 4: Crash Severity

RECOMMENDED IMPROVEMENTS
Sidewalk Prioritization Process
The purpose of the Pedestrian Plan is to identify the missing sidewalk/pedestrian infrastructure throughout the City and
provide a framework for implementation to improve accessibility and mobility. Special consideration was given to sidewalk
improvements in downtown Denton and Safe Routes to School infrastructure that connects neighborhoods to schools.
The City has developed a sidewalk workplan that leverages additional data to establish a pedestrian potential index (PPI),
which guides installation of new sidewalks, and repair to existing pedestrian facilities under the City’s ADA Transition Plan.
Additional details regarding this program are provided on the City of Denton’s website, and the Discuss Denton City Sidewalks
page.
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Table 5: 2022 Pedestrian Plan Mileage

The map below shows the improvements to be
implemented in the 2022 Pedestrian Plan. Table 5
shows the existing miles of sidewalk in Denton, the
proposed new miles, and the new total miles if the plan
is built out. Figure 25 on the next page includes a more
detailed view of the Pedestrian Plan within the city
core.

Miles
Existing Sidewalks

469.37

Proposed Sidewalk Program

742.44

Gap Project Sidewalks

6.64

Total

1,218.34

Figure 24: 2022 Pedestrian Plan

PEDESTRIAN PLAN

2022 PEDESTRIAN PLAN MAP
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Figure 25: 2022 Pedestrian Plan City Core

and improves traffic operations.

This section presents the best practice design guidelines
for pedestrian facilities to improve accessibility, mobility,
and safety throughout Denton. These practices are not
exclusive to sidewalks and crosswalks as they also include
context-sensitive design solutions for a more complete
streets approach.

High Visibility Crosswalks: also known as ladder style
markings are more visible to approaching vehicles and
improve yielding behavior. Brick pavers, with retroreflective pavement markings, can also be used to
increase visibility.

These best practices are consistent with the City of Denton
Transportation Design Criteria
Manual (2018), and draw on guiding documents from
FHWA, AASHTO, and NACTO. Other organizations
such as ITE, APA, the League of American Bicyclists,
and other industry groups, should be looked to for upto-date design guidance on multi-modal safety and
access. All improvements must also adhere to the most
current design standards from ADA (including the Public
Right-of-Way Accessibility Guidelines currently under
development) and TAS. This list is only a selection of
potential improvements; other traffic and infrastructure
improvements such as improved retro-reflectivity of
striping, preferential traffic signal phasing (including
leading pedestrian intervals), etc., may also be considered.
Sidewalk Width: recommended sidewalk minimum width
is 5 feet (6 feet desired), which allows two people to pass
comfortably or to walk side-by-side. Sidewalk widths
should be 8-12 feet in commercial or downtown areas. A
frontage zone or buffer zone can provide additional width
and safety for pedestrians.

Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon (RRFB): are effective
devices at uncontrolled intersections for increasing
motorist yielding rates and reducing pedestrian-vehicle
crashes at crosswalk locations.

PEDESTRIAN PLAN

Best Practices

High Intensity Activated Crosswalk (HAWK): signal used
where volumes of traffic or roadway width suggests that
motor vehicles should be stopped when pedestrians cross
roadway.
Crossing Islands: raised islands placed in the center of the
street at intersections or midblock. Should be at least 6
feet wide but have a preferred width of 8-10 feet.
Sidewalk Access During Construction: any construction
project that obstructs the sidewalk should be mitigated
through the provision of a temporary sidewalk that
affords a safe and convenient passage.
Curb Radii: minimizing the size of a corner radius is
critical to creating compact intersections with safe
turning speeds. Recommended curb radius for residential
streets is 15 feet and local/collector streets is 20-30 feet
depending on traffic volume.

Sidewalk Clearance: sidewalks should be clear from
obstructions of a height of at least 8 feet to ensure access
for all sidewalk users.

Curb Extensions: visually and physically narrow the
roadway, creating safer and shorter crossings for
pedestrians while increasing the available space for street
furniture, benches, plantings, street trees and parking.

Access Management: Crash rates have been shown
to increase as driveway density increases. Limiting or
consolidating vehicle access points reduces conflict points

Pedestrian Lighting: should be placed in advance of
midblock and intersection crosswalks to make pedestrian
more visible and increase comfort and safety.

East Hickory Street
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